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INFORMATION IS
ACCURATE AS OF THIS DATE

APRIL 1, 2020

UPDATED: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

COVID-19 STAY AT HOME, STAY HEALTHY ORDER
FAQS PROVIDED BY THE NORTHWEST MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

What is the Stay Home,
Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) To help prevent the spread of COVID-19
(Coronavirus), effective midnight on Wednesday,
March 25th, Governor Inslee issued a statewide
“Stay Home, Stay Healthy” order. The Order will
initially last for two weeks and requires the closure of
all “non-essential critical infrastructure businesses.”
Workers that are considered non-essential and
who do not have in-person contact with others, can
continue to work remotely from home only. The
Order may be extended and may be modified.
On Saturday, March 28th, in cooperation with
Washington Realtors, Governor Inslee agreed to certain
modifications to the Stay Home, Stay Healthy Order
for the real estate industry. Due to the fact that the
vast majority of real estate brokers are abiding by the
order, several of the original restrictions on in-person
activities have been revised – provided that strict
protocols for social distancing are implemented.

What are the required protocols for
any permitted in-person activity?
(3/28/20) The protocols that must be followed
for permitted in-person activities include:
•
•
•

In-person activities must be by appointment only;
No more than two people, including the broker,
may be at the property at any one time; and
Those two persons must strictly follow social
distancing guidelines established by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) by
remaining at least six feet apart at all times.

NWMLS’s Rules provide that a broker may not leave a
third party unattended in a property. Accordingly, brokers
must only bring one person at a time into the property.

What in-person real estate
brokerage services are
now permissible?
(3/28/20) Provided the above protocols are followed for
any permitted in-person activity, real estate brokers may:
• Conduct listing presentations, take photos,
and create virtual tours for new listings;
• Facilitate signing of contract documents;
• Preview and show listings by appointment only;
• Facilitate inspections, appraisals, buyer
“walk-throughs,” and key delivery; and
Real estate brokers may not:
• Conduct any business outside of their home (with
the exception of the above noted activities); or
• Hold an open house.
Note that any broker who violates the Governor’s
order not only puts himself/herself and his/her family
at great personal risk, but also puts the broker’s real
estate firm and his/her clients at risk. Any violation
of the order is a gross misdemeanor and a violation
of the real estate license law (RCW 18.85).

Can real estate firms continue
“Basic Minimum Operations”?
(3/26/20) Yes. Real estate firms can continue to process
payroll and benefits, preserve equipment, ensure
security, and support brokers’ ability to work from home.
Social distancing guidelines must be followed. This
exception is to continue only basic, minimum business
functions for identified essential workers. This is not
an exception to the prohibition against a broker leaving
home to provide real estate brokerage services.
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Can lenders, title, and escrow
continue to operate during the
Stay Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) Yes. The “Financial Services Sector”
has been deemed essential. This includes
workers who are needed to process and maintain
systems for processing financing transactions
and services and insurance companies including
mortgage lenders, escrow and title insurers.
Because the Financial Services Sector is considered
essential, real estate transactions that are under contract
may be able to proceed to closing. Of course, there
could be delays, which is why the parties should use the
new Force Majeure and Closing Addendum (Form 22FM).

Can brokers physically preview
or show properties?
(3/28/20) Yes. In-person previews or
showings of properties are permitted if
the required protocols are followed.
Previews or showings must be by appointment, a total
of no more than two people, including the broker, are
permitted at the property at any one time, and those
two people adhere to strict social distancing guidelines
established by the CDC. Any previews or showings
should be conducted as expeditiously as possible.
Real estate brokers may not leave a third party
unattended in a property. Accordingly, brokers
must only bring one person at a time into the
property. Sellers should vacate the property
prior to any preview or showing appointment. In
addition, listing brokers should stagger any preview
or showing appointments to avoid any overlap.
In lieu of physically showing the property, brokers
and buyers can utilize virtual tours and videos that are
included with the listing. Brokers should also consider
virtual showings to further practice social distancing.

Can appraisers conduct inperson appraisals during the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) Yes. If an appraisal is required in a pending
transaction, an appraisal may be conducted,
provided that it is by appointment, a total of no
more than two people, including the broker, are
at the property at any one time, and those two
people adhere to strict social distancing guidelines
established by the CDC. The appraisal should be
conducted as expeditiously as possible. Sellers
should vacate the property prior to the appraisal.

Can inspectors conduct home
inspections during the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) Yes. If an inspection is required in a pending
transaction, an inspection may be conducted,
provided that it is by appointment, a total of no
more than two people, including the broker, are
at the property at any one time, and those two
people adhere to strict social distancing guidelines
established by the CDC. The inspection should
be conducted as expeditiously as possible.
A pre-inspection of a property prior to mutual
acceptance of a purchase and sale agreement is
permitted, provided that it is by appointment, a total
of no more than two people, including the broker,
are at the property at any one time, and those two
people adhere to strict social distancing guidelines
established by the CDC. The pre-inspection should
be conducted as expeditiously as possible.
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Can buyer brokers conduct
“buyer walk-throughs” prior
to closing during the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) Yes. If a walk-through is required in
a pending transaction, a walk-through may be
conducted, provided that it is by appointment, a total
of no more than two people, including the broker,
are at the property at any one time, and those two
people adhere to strict social distancing guidelines
established by the CDC. The walk-though should
be conducted as expeditiously as possible. Sellers
should vacate the property prior to the walk-through.

Can brokers retrieve house
keys and provide to a buyer
after a closed sale?
(3/28/20) Yes. If keys to the property are not otherwise
available to a buyer at closing, a broker in the transaction
may make arrangements to retrieve and deliver the keys
to the buyer, provided that it is done so by appointment,
a total of no more than two people, including the
broker, are at the property or at the location of the
key delivery, and those two people adhere to strict
social distancing guidelines established by the CDC.

Is NWMLS disabling the Key and
Keybox system during the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) No. This is because certain activities are
permitted, provided that strict protocols for social
distancing are followed. Any in-person activity must
be by appointment, a total of no more than two people,
including the broker, are at the property at any one
time, and those two people adhere to strict social
distancing guidelines established by the CDC.

Can real estate brokers input new
listings in the MLS system during
the Stay Home, Stay Healthy Order?
What about property photos?
(NEW! 4/1/20) Yes. Real estate brokers are permitted
to input new listings into the MLS system – from
their home. Real estate brokers may conduct listing
presentations, take photos of the property, and create
virtual tours for new listings, provided that those activities
are done so by appointment, a total of no more than
two people, including the broker, are at the property
at any one time, and those two people adhere to strict
social distancing guidelines established by the CDC. In
addition, a seller may take pictures of his or her own
property and send those photos to the listing broker.

Can professional photographers
take photos and create virtual
tours during the Stay Home,
Stay Healthy Order?
(NEW! 4/1/20) Yes. Information concerning real estate
services indicates that professional photography for
listings is now permitted. Like all other in-person
activities, photos and virtual tours must be by
appointment, a total of no more than two people may
be at property at any one time, and those two people
must adhere to strict social distancing guidelines
established by the CDC. Sellers should vacate the
property prior to any photography activities.

Do listing brokers need to remove
Keyboxes from Active listings?
(3/28/20) No. Keyboxes may stay on Active
listings, as previews and showings are permitted
by appointment only, if a total of no more than two
people, including the broker, are at the property at
any one time, and those two people adhere to strict
social distancing guidelines established by the CDC.
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Can Sellers take their listing
temporarily off the market during
the Stay Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) Yes. A seller can choose to change
the status of their listing temporarily off the
market. Listings in the “TOMK” status will not
be displayed on member’s public websites.

Can stagers stage homes
and remove furniture from a
listing during the Stay Home,
Stay Healthy Order?
(NEW! 4/1/20) Yes. Information concerning real
estate services indicates that staging a home and
removing staging items is now permitted. Like all
other in-person activities, staging activities must be
by appointment, a total of no more than two people
may be at property at any one time, and those
two people must adhere to strict social distancing
guidelines established by the CDC. Sellers should
vacate the property prior to any staging activities.

Can moving companies move
buyers into a property and move
sellers out of a property?
(03/20/20) The Washington Mover’s Conference (the
statewide trade association for moving and storage
companies) has received information from the Governor’s
office that moving companies are permitted to operate
when needed to ensure that people remain in housing,
that contracts are fulfilled, or that vulnerable individuals
are removed from danger. All moving work must be
conducted with the fewest employees possible and
follow social distancing and sanitation measures. For
additional information, please consult your moving
company or the Washington Mover’s Conference at
wmcmovers.com or email jim@wmcmovers.com.

Can brokers install for-sale signs
at a property during the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/28/20) Yes. Brokers are permitted to install forsale signs, provided that the sign is installed by
appointment, a total of no more than two people,
including the broker, are at the property at any one
time, and those two people adhere to strict social
distancing guidelines established by the CDC.
As a practical matter, brokers should install a
temporary sign until the order is lifted, as third
party sign installers and “call before you dig”
services are not considered essential.

Can contractors make repairs
associated with an inspection
response during the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(3/26/20) Generally, no. The only repairs that are
allowed are emergency repairs and repairs necessary
to the structural integrity of the property. Other repairs
or improvements (e.g. for cosmetic purposes) are
not allowed. For anything other than emergency or
structural repairs, buyers should consider negotiating
a price reduction so that a buyer could complete
the work after closing and after the order is lifted.

Is NWMLS going to stop days on
market and cumulative days on
market from accumulating?
(3/26/20) No. NWMLS conducted significant research
and analysis, considered the MLS system’s technical
limitations and possibilities, discussed several policy
concerns, and analyzed a variety of options and
proposals. There are many technical and philosophical
challenges with temporarily changing code, database
structures, and statistical information. In the end,
the Board of Directors determined that the best
solution was to leave the system as it exists today.
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All sellers who leave their listing Active during
the stay will be in the same position as one
another and days on market will continue to
accrue. Buyers are obviously aware of the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order and the government
mandate to stay at home. Sellers have the option
to take their listing temporarily off the market
during the stay, and if they do so, days on market
will not accrue, until the listing is re-activated.

Are property management
services included in the March
28th modifications to the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order?
(NEW 4/1/20) On March 31st, Washington Realtors
received confirmation from the Governor’s office
that property management services for single
and multi-family residential buildings (including
apartment buildings) are within the scope of
Governor Inslee’s March 28th modifications. This
means that residential single and multi-family
property management, including working with
tenants, can occur subject to the requirements of
the memo. Residential property managers must
strictly comply with the requirements of the memo,
which means that (1) in-person meetings with
tenants are prohibited except when necessary to
view a property or sign necessary documents; (2)
any in-person viewing must be by appointment
and limited to no more than two people on
site; and (3) those two people must adhere to
strict social distancing guidelines established
by the CDC. Property managers must perform
any service remotely whenever possible.
Note that commercial and residential construction is
not authorized under the Stay Home, Stay Healthy
Order, except for certain essential activities, or “[t]
o prevent spoliation and avoid damage or unsafe
conditions, and address emergency repairs at
both non-essential businesses and residential
structures.” Thus, certain property management
functions relating to safety and emergency
repairs at residential properties may proceed.

What if my buyer or seller has
questions about their rights and
obligations under their purchase
and sale agreement or lease?
(3/26/20) As always, brokers have a duty to
refer their clients to experts regarding matters
in which the broker lacks expertise. Particularly
in matters affected by COVID-19 and the Stay
Home, Stay Healthy Order, it is unlikely that
brokers will have expertise and should advise
their clients to seek the advice of an attorney.

How do I to stay up-to-date
with matters affecting real
estate brokerage and avoid
being misled by false rumors?
(3/26/20) There are false rumors and
misinformation being circulated. Many brokers
have acted in reliance on bad information
to their embarrassment and detriment.
Washington Realtors and NWMLS communicate
daily, and often more frequently to keep members
informed of any developments affecting the
industry. Both Washington Relators’ website
and NWMLS’s websites will continue to offer the
latest and most accurate information possible.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT:

WAREALTOR.ORG &
NWMLS.COM

